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Trotter # Name Time 

546 Sharon Byrnes 1:48:01 

 
Half Marathon 

       

# Trotter # Name 
Net 

Time 
Gen G/Pl Div D/Pl 

AG 
Points 

4 8568 
ANTHONY 
FARRUGIA 

1:12:52 M 4 M40-49 1 846.5 

114 723 MATT COLLINS 1:33:21 Unofficial result 

639 502 HEIKO SCHAEFER 1:55:14 M 470 M70-79 2 749.1 

 
10k  

 
 
 

      

# Trotter # Name 
Net 

Time 
Gen G/Pl Div D/Pl 

AG 
Points 

42 837 
MELANIE 

MCDONALD 
0:38:16 F 5 F30-39 2 814.5 

1291 631 WAYNE DOHERTY 0:59:37 M 824 M50-59 100 545.7 

 

# Trotter # Name Time G/Pl Div D/Pl 

20 267 WAYNE DALEY 0:40:46 18 M50-59 1 

6K 
      Total 

Rank 
Trotter 

# Name 
Gen 
Rank AG 

AG 
Rank Time 

10 676 
Suzy 

Woodbury 
2 F18-39 1 28:46.7 
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by Melissa Robertson #871 
I heard about the Carcoar Cup on the Cool Running forums from some of the 
Western Sydney Marathon runners who were heading out there to race it and it 
seemed like a great excuse for a weekend of running and camping. Carcoar is 
a tiny little town about 30 minutes outside of Orange that appears to exist in the 
century before last, there's not a whole lot there besides the pub, but it was a 
pretty decent pub which did a tasty pre-race pasta dinner. 
 

We had a slight hiccup 
the day before the race 
which had us on the 
side of the Mid Western 
Hwy with a flat tyre after 
doing a driving tour of 
the course.  
Darren McClellan 
stopped to see if we 
needed assistance, but 
the NRMA was already 
on the way and I was 
soon in possession of a 
car with a space saver 

tyre on it that would not be getting us the 300kms home, but I would deal with 
that after the race. 
 
The race started at 8:00am from the main street in Carcoar and it was freezing, 
I was keen to start running just to warm up, the initial part of the course crossed 
the bridge and was a pretty steady climb out of town for the first 11kms, I kept it 
pretty calm for this initial climb and watched as the race leader slipped away. I 
wasn't keen to chase her, she was unbeaten in this race and I knew that there 
was Mt Macquarie in the later half that I'd need to save myself for. After the 
climb the race was undulating, with views over the surrounding farmland, cows, 
random country folk watching and cheering the race from the side of the road, 
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an abundance of drink stops and a mix of dirt and gravel road, pretty easy 
running and with the field spread out I just rolled along keeping a steady pace. 
The halfway point was marked by a tour of Neville, an even smaller country 
town than Carcoar (but it also has a pub), This was also the starting point of the 
half marathon so there were lots of people out to see the race and cheer on the 
runners, we ran maybe a km or so down the main street of Neville, then onto a 
back street, before turning and coming back up the main road. I could see the 
female race leader had a bit over a km on me and she was looking good. I was 
the same distance in front of the third place female and fourth was only a 
couple of hundred metres behind her.  
 
I was feeling fine and was past the halfway mark so it was time to step it up and 
see what happened, I could see Mt Macquarie getting closer as I raced out of 
Neville and back onto the main road. With the faster pace I started running 
down the guys who'd been in front of me as we past the last drink stop before 
the mountain, then it was climbing. Not crazy walking pace climbing, more like 
the Middle Ridge Road out of Palmdale climbing, steep but completely 
runnable, my sort of climbing. I powered up the rough road into the logging 
forest and 2kms later I was greeted by a drink stop and told that I'd made it to 
the top, I was a bit 
disappointed, I really 
thought the hill with 
the tyre puncturing 
rocks seemed steeper 
and longer, I’d 
overestimated it. I 
would have liked to 
admire the view from 
the top more, but it 
was racing time and 
all downhill into 
Carcoar. The downhill 
was harder than the 
uphill and I bruised 
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my foot on one of the giant rocks as I raced down the other side of the 
mountain, then it was onto the flat and back towards the cheering crowd on the 
main street of Carcoar and into second place in a time of 3:20. 
 
The rest of the afternoon was spent hanging around Carcoar waiting for the 
presentation with the totally awesome custom made pottery trophies (I got a 
bowl), I don't think the town gets busy very often and the pub was doing a 
roaring trade with the finish line conveniently located out the front. Without a 

viable way home 
Sunday night was 
spent chilling out 
and camping by 
Carcoar Dam 
before we made it 
into the Blayney 
on the Monday 
morning, got a 
new tyre and were 
able to drive 
home. 

Carcoar is definitely a race I am looking at doing again next year, the 
community atmosphere was fantastic, the course was my sort of road race (with 
a mix of dirt and hills) and there's an unbeaten female runner, perfect! 

 

60k 
        

Pos 
Trotter 

# Name Time Cat 
Cat 
Pos Gen 

Gen 
Pos Pace 

3 573 
Darren 

McClellan 4:53:38 
All 

Ages 3 M 3 
4:53 

min/km 

Marathon 
        

Pos 
Trotter 

# Name Time Cat 
Cat 
Pos Gen 

Gen 
Pos Pace 

10 871 
Melissa 

Robertson 3:20:09 
All 

Ages 2 F 2 
4:44 

min/km 

66 898 
Oliver 

Warschkow 4:50:24 
All 

Ages 51 M 51 
6:52 

min/km 
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Club Person of the Month Nominations:  
 
Graham Davis:  For organising the Trotters Relay for Life participation.  
Dave Fogg:  For his assistance with the Trotters Relay for Life 
participation.  
Kevin Andrews:  For his assistance with the Trotters Relay for Life 
participation.  
Dave Byrnes:  For organising the Girrakool to Patonga run.  
Brian Dawson:  For providing a drink stop on the Girrakool to Patonga 
run.  
Kevin Andrews:  For helping with the BBQ at the Girrakool to Patonga 
run  
Mike Gero:  For helping with the BBQ at the Girrakool to Patonga run.  
Denis Robertson:  For helping with the BBQ at the Girrakool to 
Patonga run.  
Marg Aurisch:  For managing Trotters participation in the Central 
Coast 1hr/10km Championships. 
 
Honourable Mention: 
 
Dave Girvan:  For providing a drink stop on the Girrakool to Patonga 
run.  
 
Female Athlete of the Month Nominations:  
 
Tina Baverstock:  Coastal Classic, 6 Sep 14, 3:36:01  
Kerry Hope:  Coastal Classic, 6 Sep 14, 3:37:49  
Melanie McDonald:  Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 
38:30  
Melissa Robertson:  Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 
41:05  
Lynn Bromwich:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 107 laps (42.8km)  
Rochelle Jillet:  Brooks Hill Time Trial, 25 Oct 14, 43:09  
Melanie McDonald:  Fernleigh 15, 19 Oct 14, 58:25  
Melanie McDonald:  Run Sydney 10km, 2 Nov 14, 38:16, 5th Female  
Melissa Robertson:  Carcoar Cup Marathon, 2 Nov 14, 3:20:08, 2nd 
Female  
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Male Athlete of the Month Nominations:  
 
Barton Raethel:  Coastal Classic, 6 Sep 14, 2:54:08  
Stuart Baverstock:  Coastal Classic, 6 Sep 14, 2:59:43  
Michael Miles:  Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 36:08  
Mark Dunlop:  Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 37:26  
Ezra Keebaugh:  Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 38:36  
Wayne Daley:  Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 39:44  
Charlie Brooks:  Central Coast 1 Hour Championship, 7 Oct 14, 
16.162km  
Greg Brown:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 250 laps (100.0km)  
Wal Bembic:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 175 laps (70.0km)  
Graham Davis:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 108 laps (43.2km)  
Chris Fuchs:  Brooks Hill Time Trial, 25 Oct 14, 36:57  
Graham Steele:  Brooks Hill Time Trial, 25 Oct 14, 41:48  
Darren McClellan:  Hume & Hovell 100km, 18 Oct 14, 12:28:55  
Matt Collins:  Run Sydney Half Marathon, 2 Nov 14, 1:33:21  
Heiko Schaefer:  Run Sydney Half Marathon, 2 Nov 14, 1:55:14, 2nd 
M70-79  
Wayne Doherty:  Run Sydney 10km, 2 Nov 14, 59:37  
Darren McClellan:  Carcoar Cup 60km, 2 Nov 14, 4:53:37, 3rd  
 
Honourable Mention:  
 
Heiko Schaefer:  Australian Duathlon Sprint Championships 
(Adelaide), 19 Oct 14, 1:21:41, 1st M75-79  
 
Junior Athlete Honourable Mentions:  
 
Abbie Andrews:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 30 laps (12.0km)  
Darcy Bembic:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 20 laps (8.0km) 
Ethan Dunlop:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 18 laps (7.2km) 
Tristan Byrne:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 17 laps (6.8km)  
Killian Byrne:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 15 laps (6.8km)  
Sophie Andrews:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 14 laps (6.4km)  
Emma Byrne-Bates:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 12 laps (4.8km)  
Kaleb McDonald:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 10 laps (4.0km)  
Ebony McDonald:  Relay for Life, 11/12 Oct 14, 5 laps (2.0km)   
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Club Person of the Month: 
 

Graham Davis 
 

For organising the Trotters Relay for Life participation 
 

 

Female Athlete of the Month: 

 

Melanie McDonald 

 
Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 38:30   

  Fernleigh 15, 19 Oct 14, 58:25    
 Run Sydney 10km, 2 Nov 14, 38:16, 5th Female 

 
 

Male Athlete of the Month 
  

Wayne Daley 
 

Central Coast 10km Championship, 7 Oct 14, 39:44   
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Dave’s Damn Run  
By Dave Byrnes # 517 
After moving to the Central Coast in late 

2003, without knowing much about the 

area at all, I was excited by the good 

running trails that can be found mixed in 

with suburbia.  Many of them were 

introduced to me on the regular Saturday 

morning runs that had evolved over the 

previous twenty years, and I didn’t think 

it would be possible to come up with any 

new worthwhile runs that didn’t breach 

the Saturday morning maximum distance 

conventions of about 15-16 kilometres. 

 

Living in Copa, one trail that I often used was the steep climb up 

Kincumba Mountain from the south-east side and after a few years I 

began to wonder whether it was possible to come up with a Trotters 

Run that incorporated the trail.  I have never liked out-and-back 

courses, so the challenge was to find a roundtrip route that used the 

trail.  Anybody who knows me knows I love poring over maps, and I 

soon began marking out a route that looked promising.  At first, it 

seemed too long for a Saturday morning run, but after working out 

a few short-cuts – Elimatta and Ballarok Roads in Kincumber, and 

the lovely single-track ridge trail down from the Kincumba Mt 

communications tower to Windemere Drive in Erina – I got the 

distance down to 15.3 kilometres. 

After verifying the distance on my old hand-held GPS I submitted it 

to the Committee for approval in early 2007, but struggled to come 

up with a catchy name.  The best I could do was Dave’s Damn Run, 

and I still get asked where the Dam is! 

What really appeals to me about the course is that it includes a bit 

of everything the Coast offers for running.  It has the long run down 

Tramway with its superb views south along the coast, the beach at 

Avoca Lagoon, the nice fast stretch of flat road along Avoca Drive, 

serious hills to climb, and some of the best nearby fire-trail and 

single-track trail.  And, of course, it is relatively long (though I did 

include a “Soft Option” for those who need it). 
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6 @ 6 

6pm every Wednesday and only 50 cents to enter 
You will find us opposite Gosford Leagues Club 

corner of the oval and primary school 
Times will be recorded and drinks are provided 

It is a 6km time trial but you don’t have to run the 
whole course. Each lap is 1.2km long. 

 
Lucky draw night held on the last Wednesday of 

the month. 
Suzy Woodbury #676 

 
 
 
 

6@6 will be taking a Christmas Break 
 

The last run for 2014 will be  
17 December 2014  

 
The first run for 2015 will be on the  

14 January 2015. 
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Occupation: Self Funded Retiree (Previously Primary 

School Teacher) 

Why Do You Run? I love it and it keeps the weight 

off. 

How Long Have You Been Running? 35 years 

What Is Your Favourite Trotters Run? Waterslide  
 

What Is Your Favourite Brand Of Shoe? Asics 

but I’ve been persuaded to the Hoka side. 
 

Briefly, What Does Your Current Training Week Look Like? Tuesday 12 km, 

Wednesday 6@6, Thursday 10 km, Friday 12 km flat with Ian Temblett, Saturday 
Trotters, Sunday long run up to 21km 

In One Word How Would You Describe Yourself? Competitive no matter how 

old I get. 
 

What Is Your Favourite Running Moment/Achievement? At almost 48 years 

old, it was running the City To Surf in 2005 where the race felt just perfect. It gave me 
a PB of 52:34 and I came 247th. Some of the Trotters may remember this day!!!!!!!!! 

What Are Your Running Goals For 2015? To complete another Round The Bay, 

get as many points as I can for the Super Series and enjoy every Saturday with 
Trotters. 
 

What Would Be Your : 
1. Dream Run: Any marathon anywhere so that I get to break 3 hours. I have 

only managed a 3:04 so I think my chance has gone. 

2. Dream Running Destination: Anywhere with water views. 

3. Dream Person To Run With: Steve Moneghetti 

 
Any other comments: I have been a Trotter for 17 years and although I have not 

been a member of any other running club I would like to say that Terrigal Trotters is the 
best running club you could ever wish to belong to. It includes remarkable people, 
amazing friends and very competitive mates. 

Trotter Talk… 
 

With Trotter 267 
Wayne Daley
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 By Paula Guadry #606
 

The 9th biennial Pan Pacific Masters Games were held at the beginning of November 
on the Gold Coast. The event was well organised and even registering and picking up 
numbers ran smoothly, unlike some events I have been to. With the games being open 
to anyone over the age of 30, there were a lot of competitors from different age groups. 
With over 40 sports to choose from I decided to do the 8km cross country.  
 
Being a middle to long distance runner I thought 8km would be a nice change from 
what I usually run. I didn’t even worry about training until two weeks beforehand, 
because how hard is it to run on grass?  The race was held at the  Hinterland Regional 
Park  Mudgeeraba, which is a short drive from the Coast and scheduled to start at 
7:00am 

 
The race began on time and I realised after first kilometre I had underestimated some 
of the runners. They were really fast and it’s not so easy to run on grass. There were 
stairs to run up, some uneven sections, a steepish hill and it was humid. 
 
I finished the run in a time of 41:02:60, not my best time but I was happy. And I also 
beat the only other competitor in my W45-49 age group. I was presented with a gold 
medal by Pat Carroll, a former Australian representative. I was the 5th  woman overall. 
Sadly I was beaten by a 71 year old woman, who was nearly two minutes faster.  
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There was great camaraderie amongst the competitors, everyone was friendly and 
congratulating each other. It was a really good atmosphere. I only competed in one 
event but you could compete in as many as you liked. After a day of competing there 
was also nightly entertainment where the dinosaurs of Australian Rock were pulled out 
of the cupboard to perform. 
 
The Masters are a great place to meet other people and talk about the sport you love. 
The great location and organisation make it worthwhile. I will definitely be back in two 
years, especially now I know there is a certain woman 24 years older than me that I 
want to beat!   

 

8k Cross Country 
   

Place Trotter No Name Time 
Cat  
Pl 

5 606 Paula Gaudry 41:02.60 1 

 

50k 
         

Pl Name 
Trotter 

# 
50 k 
Time 

AGA 
Place 

ASA 
Time 

 10k 
Time  

30k 
Time  

Cat 

9 Darren McClellan 573 4:21:48 10 4:09:17 0:45:39 2:27:39 M42 

30k 
         

Pl Name 
Trotter 

# 
30 k 
Time 

AGA 
Place 

ASA 
Time 

10k 
Split 

Cat 

 155 Heiko Schaefer 502 3:18:59 28 2:16:47 1:00:19 M75 

  

Darren McClellan (in red) 

Heiko 
Schaefer 
received the 
“Deek award” 
from Robert 
De Castella 
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Trotter 
Talk… 
 

With Trotter # 65 

Bruce Renwick 
 
 
 
Occupation: Accountant 
 
Why Do You Run? For 
enjoyment and to maintain 
a fitness regime. I find that 
running, for me, is ‘thinking 
time’.   
 
How Long Have You Been Running? Started in early-1970s 
doing local Fun Runs where I lived (Lithgow) with a reasonable 
amount of success. Graduated to City To Surf (1976) and then to 
my first Marathon in 1986. So, all told, a bit over 40 years. 
 
What Is Your Favourite Trotters Run? I have 2 favourites - 
Fragrant Garden/Erina Valley (challenging hills) and Matcham 
Valley (majestic countryside).   
 
What Is Your Favourite Brand Of Shoe? I haven’t shopped 
around much with shoes, but I find the Asics DS Trainer the best 
shoe (lightweight and snug fit) for the type of running that I do. 
Briefly, What Does Your Current Training Week Look Like? 
When in full training for an event it is usually around 100-110 km 
per week. 3 short runs (with an interval session thrown in for 1 of 
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these as the event gets closer), 2 medium runs and a long run. I 
also do 3 days of weight training for muscle strength and 2 
sessions of stretching.  
 
In One Word How Would You Describe Yourself? Committed 
 
What Is Your Favourite Running Moment/Achievement?          
I would have to say there have been 2 moments that mean a lot 
to me. The first was in winning the 2001 Coastal Classic 12-hour 
race at Adock Park (and beating a hero of mine at the time – 
Tony Collins) and the second was in placing a close 2nd in the 
Australian 100km Championships at Traralgon in 1999 - I have 
an Athletics Australia silver medal that is pretty important to me 
from that event. 
 
What Are Your Running Goals For 2014? Pretty simple – to 
run injury free over an extended period of time and maybe 
complete a few more long distance races (whether they be of 
marathon distance or longer) at a reasonable level of fitness.  
 
What Would Be Your : 

1. Dream Run Any overseas marathon or ultra 
2. Dream Running Destination  Probably England or 

anywhere in Europe 
3. Dream Person To Run With  Anyone who’ll run with me 

now. I gave up (a long time ago) trying to match it with the 
front runners on Saturday morning runs. 

 
Any other comments: Although no longer involved in co-
ordinating the Time Trials, I hope to still be involved in behind-the 
scenes work with Trotters when required. I find it fulfilling in 
assisting with the running of the Club that allowed me to set and 
achieve a lot of personal running goals over the years.  
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75k 
       

PLACE 
TROTTER 

NO 
NAME NET TIME CAT 

CAT 
PLACE 

GEN GEN PL 

20 505 Greg Brown 9:27:04 50-59 3 M 15 

Marathon               

PLACE 
TROTTER 

NO 
NAME NET TIME CAT 

CAT 
PLACE 

GEN GEN PL 

106 834 Gisele Rossini 5:28:47 40-49 6 F 28 

 
75km on the back of a short fat old bloke 
OR Great Barrier Reef Ultramarathon from a koala’s view  
By Excellent Cobber and Greg Brown #505 

 
Hi all I’m in tropical Queensland with Mr 
Brown to do a 75km race in Port Douglas. 
We came up here because fellow Trotter 
Miss Gisele was doing her debut Marathon 
and we thought we could give her some 
support. So after a couple of days doing 
the touristy things around Cairns and Port 
Douglas we were set…. well Mr Brown and 
Miss Gisele were ready to do their races.  

 
Mr Brown’s race started at 5.00 am and Miss Gisele’s at 5.30 with a race briefing 30 
minutes before. That is way too early for a young Koala to be awake. 
There was a small but friendly group of about 30 Ultra runners. Mr Brown was having a 
good chat to Mr Pat Farmer before the briefing. After the briefing Miss Gisele found us 
and wished us well and we wished her all the best for her debut.  
Mr Brown walked down to the beach where the race started. He was chatting to the 
other runners when I heard something that puts fear into a young koalas heart. One of 
the other runners said he saw dingoes last week on the track. Mr Brown said he would 
look after me and that made me feel only a little bit better. 
 
The race started and we had only gone 100m when Mr Brown swore and I heard a 
loud crack. Mr Brown had trodden on something in the dark and rolled his ankle. I think 
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it was whatever he trod on that went crack not his ankle but it slowed him down a bit at 
first.  
We ran along the beach for around 4km then turned right on to footpaths and roads all 
flat for another 8km then we came to what the locals call the bump track a steep hill for 
6km, equivalent to the hill in the Orchard run for those that know it.  
At the top we went left and the Marathoners went right.  
Mr Brown continued on, pushing himself as hard as he could, as he was hoping he 
could finish in 8 hours. He got to the 37km mark in about 4 hours and 42km in 5 hours 
but the course was tough and it was hot and Mr Brown was slowing so I got out the 
whip to keep him going.  
 
There are plenty of drink stops for Mr Brown and Miss Gisele in this run except for an 
18km section for the Ultras. There were no gum leaves for me though.  
At the 54km mark we were at the top of the bump track now running down the hill. I got 
out the whip and we were flying until Mr Brown tripped and tried to do a Superman 
impersonation. Up he got a bit shaken, but still intact.  
 
At the bottom of the hill it is all flat to the finish with little shade and no breeze at first. 
This was hard for Mr Brown he struggled through the heat and I think he pushed 
himself a bit too much at the start. There were a lot of drink stops along the way were 
they would pour water, ice and sponges over Mr Brown. Not me I don’t like getting my 
fur wet.  
The last 5km of the Ultra was on the beach, where as the Marathoners ran on the road. 
There was a cool breeze coming of the water but no shade for 5km and the 
temperature was over 30 degrees. Mr Brown struggled along to the end finishing in 9 
hours 27 minutes, nowhere near the 8 hours he was trying to do and not even my whip 
would make him go any faster. We were greeted by Miss Gisele at the finish who 
completed her first marathon and it was a tough one in 5 
hours 28 minutes. Well done Miss Gisele  
After a refreshing shower, Mr Brown went to the post-
race party and put me in his suitcase. 

 

Greg Brown enjoying some R&R 
           Gisele with Steve Moneghetti 
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PLACE TROTTER  # NAME TROTTER  # NAME TIME 

1 780 Troy Kastelan 869 Joel Small 0:41:28 

Unofficial 637 Matt Chapman 903 Jon Fogarty 0:41:49 

Unofficial 8609 Jake Elder 27 Ken Hickson 0:42:07 

2 911 Ezra Keebaugh 586 Donna White 0:43:08 

3 813 Graham Laws 858 Jackie McRae 0:43:09 

4 571 Trent Playford 698 Tammy Shafer 0:43:13 

5 483 Graham Ridley 760 Joann Litterick 0:43:19 

6 267 Wayne Daley 352 Graham Davis 0:43:22 

7 43 Kevin Dean 791 James Wright 0:43:25 

8 8595 Amanda Marchant 759 Bruce Litterick 0:43:28 

9 505 Greg Brown 607 Jeff Dick 0:43:33 

10 173 Mike Randell 675 Simone Harvey 0:43:46 

11 785 Mark Hope 207 Greg Tegart 0:44:16 

12 891 Gavin Fryer 736 Jenny Barker 0:44:24 

13 529 Graham Harrington 107 Lynn Bromwich 0:45:17 

14 918 Craig Rangott 631 Wayne Doherty 0:45:29 

15 676 Suzy Woodbury 593 Steve Gray 0:45:32 

16 804 Martin Ayres 845 Kerry Hope 0:45:54 

17 871 Melissa Robertson 715 Detta O'Dwyer 0:46:59 
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Individual runners 
PLACE 

TROTTER  
# 

NAME TIME 

4 908 Matt Robertson 0:42:53 

5 8600 JeanTiran 0:43:00 

22 875 Peter Beaton 0:48:29 

23 612 Bill Diebert 0:50:39 

24 850 Kevin Myers 0:50:41 

25 868 Stuart Harvey 0:50:54 

26 855 Scott McDonald 0:51:12 

27 548 Dave Hopkins 0:51:24 

28 8606 Tim Barling 0:51:29 

29 679 Karen Boyd -Skinner 0:53:53 

  

Tag Team Photos courtesy of 
Mark Dunlop and Dave Byrnes 
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Saturday 20 December 2014 
 

Join the fun and wear your best 
seasonal gear to the regular Saturday 
morning Trotters run from the usual 

place at 6:00am 
 

Afterwards, Come To The 
Christmas Party  

AT THE HAVEN, TERRIGAL, 8:30AM. 
 

Please bring your family. This event is intended to cater for the 
children and grandchildren of Trotters. 

 
Trotters will provide food and drink. 

 
Santa will arrive at 9:30am and those who want Santa to give a 
someone a present need to provide it to Jo Ridley beforehand 

(presents are to cost no more than $10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Terrigal Trotters 

Santa Run &  

Christmas Party 
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Point to Pinnacle 2014  
(20th anniversary) Hobart Tasmania 
“World’s Toughest Half Marathon” 
 By Judy Murray #722 
  

Mt Wellington looms over Hobart from wherever you are, which Ray kept 
pointing out to me as well as reminding me of the altitude of the mountain as 
we drove up to check it out a couple of days before run. The mountain greeted 
us with horizontal icy sleet and gale force winds !!! 
 

It was with much trepidation that I stood at the start 
line for this run, my preparation had been disrupted 
with a foot issue and the day before the run my foot 
had lots of '”twinges”, whether real or imagined it did 
not help my anxiety. 
I had considered changing to the walkers group as 
they started an hour earlier than the runners and 
also had an extra hour to finish. The cut off times 
were fixed in my head and had me really concerned 
but I just figured I'd give it my best shot and also 
leave the camera behind, no time to stop for photos  
just keep moving.  
 

My plan then was to run as far as I could then walk 
and run which I did all the way to the finish.  I 
realized once I was 1/2 way that I was going to 
make it before the cut off time. Yeahhhh because I 
was never really convinced I could, I really thought 
it could be really close or I would just miss out. 
It actually worked out with time to spare which 
certainly brought a smile to my face. The weather 
was perfect and the views just amazing, looking 
down from near the top and seeing the “Wrest 
Point” so tiny from where we all started was 
unbelievable. The camaraderie on the mountain 
was fantastic & for a lot of people I spoke to it was also their 1st time. This is 
such a well organised event, but there is just no let up with the climb and it’s 
just about one foot after the other.  Now I have to organize my next goal. 

 Place Trotter # Name Time Division Div Place 

11 734 Michael Miles 1:42:48 M40-49 3 

153 838 Ciaran Lynch 2:06:24 M40-49 31 

962 722 Judy Murray 3:08:20 F60-69 2 
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Night Run by iPhone light          By 

Denise Maguire #799 

 
Running Wild Narrow Neck Night Run the 3rd race in the short course series was held 
on Saturday the 15th of November. The race has a history of very cold, wet weather 
and the weather forecast for the night was looking to be no different from when I did 
the run in 2012. 
 

Four Trotters were heading down for the Narrow Neck Night run, Graham Harrington, 
Jo and Bruce Litterick and I. 

Graham’s and my pre-race preparation was a comedy of 
errors. Graham forgot his torch which is mandatory gear 
so he was going to use my iPhone which has a spotlight 
app and although I grabbed my torch, I failed to check that 
it was OK as I knew I hadn't used it since the last change 
of batteries, when we arrived to register I tested my torch 
and it was dead. . .the spare batteries were at home in the 
bag I took it out of with my spare torch. So change of 
plans, my race would be run by iphone and Graham was 
saved by Bruce lending him his spare torch. 
The Running Wild team were also having issues of their 
own....due to limited parking, runners park and register at 
the Katoomba Aquatic Centre and then after registration 
we board buses for transport to the start line. The road to 
Narrow Neck is somewhat rough and steep, one of the 

buses broke down and runners jumped out to help push start the bus. So far the 
weather was holding off and all runners arrived for the 7pm start. Narrow Neck is a 
long cliff top trail. The views are spectacular especially with no rain or fog to limit the 
views of the surrounding mountains and cliff tops. It's a hilly, rocky out and back, fire 
trail course with lots of ups and downs. Although they say there are no biting hills, in 
my opinion there’s a couple of very hard hills with only one of those being quite steep 
and long. 
 
The first half was not too difficult. Graham passed me about 1km in. I was just happy to 
enjoy the view, run strong when I felt good and slow a bit if I was feeling like I was 
pushing too hard. 
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A few kms from the turn around the front runners were heading back, now with the 
head torches on, I didn't want to use my light until after the turn around but it was nice 
seeing the torches running in the distance. About 500m to the turnaround I saw 
Graham who was now heading back, I was very surprised I was so close but knew that 
once it was dark it was going to be very tricky with such a poor light...boy I was not 
wrong. Not too much further I saw Bruce and then a little further, Jo, both looking 
strong. The second half of the run was split between trying to concentrate on the rocky 
trail so I didn't fall (especially the down hills) and trying to relax. About 3 kms from the 
finish it started to rain a little, the good old Narrow Neck weather was going to appear 
after all, I thought, but it never became more than drizzle. 
 
The finish came up very quickly as it did the 
first time I ran it. As I crossed the finish line a 
guy told me l was 3rd female, I said, “What?" 
as I was very shocked, but happy none the 
less. 
After the finish there was hot soup, a bread roll 
and a drink free for all runners, although I didn’t 
feel like eating, Graham didn’t let it go to waste. 
For the $25 race entry for Running Wild 
members there was the bus ride, the hot food 
and drink at the end and such an amazingly 
well organised, event with great friends and 
strangers passionate about running in the 
beautiful Blue Mountains and these races are 
so much fun. 
 
Everyone had great results for a tough run, Jo, Bruce and Graham all did the relay in 
the morning and were probably feeling it a bit. The third placing was great, I think it 
was due to good fortune more than good running but more than happy with the nearly 
9 minute PB since the last time I ran Narrow Neck and with very poor lighting.                                                                                                 
 
I hope to see more Trotters giving these events a go. 
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 14th Inaugural
“Round the Bay ClassiC” 

 

Sunday 4 January 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trotter’s 37.1k run around Brisbane Water starting at 5am 
at the Lions Park on the Gosford Waterfront (between the 

pool and Sailing Club) 
The run will be followed by a BBQ breakfast 

 
The only thing it will cost you is your energy. So start 

training, this is by far the premier running event on the 
Coast. 

 
Join Round the Bay Trotter Legend Wayne Daley who has 

completed every Round the Bay Classic 
 

For more information speak to Keith King. 
THIS EVENT IS ONLY OPEN TO MEMBERS OF TERRIGAL 

TROTTERS 
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Saturday Walks 
 
 

At the initiative of Sharyn Smith and her fellow walkers, Trotters 
will now be publishing a walk course as well as a run course for 
each Saturday morning. Walk maps are now available for the 

next two months and can be found on the Trotters Website (click 
on the Saturday runs link).  

Additional walk maps will be published in early 2015 
. 

First Friday Walkers 
 
 

Anyone interested in a walk on the first Friday of January 
 

2nd January 2015  meet at 
 the Japanese Gardens, Caroline Bay at 9.30am. 

 
Please bring a snack, water, hat & sunscreen  

 
Any further enquiries contact Lynn at 

lynnbromwich@outlook.com. 

 

mailto:lynnbromwich@outlook.com
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Around the Bay Walkers 
 

4 January 2015 
 

Starting at 2:04am  
(The later time slot this year as there were too many complaints 2am was too early)  

we will be walking  
Around the Bay 37.1k 

 
Please bring water and snacks as drink stops cannot be 

guaranteed at this earlier time  
 

Meet at the Lions Park on the Gosford Waterfront  
(between the pool and Sailing Club) 

 
Be back in time to enjoy the BBQ breakfast 

 
Please see website for route (same as the run)  

 

Wambie Whopper Muzzas walk 
 

18 January 2015 
 

We will be starting at 4am to walk the  
Wambie Whopper Muzzas run route 21k 

 
ASSUME NO DRINK STATIONS, SO BE SELF SUFFICIENT 

 
Meet at Wambie Whoppers 3:55 am 

Please see website for route (same as the run) 
Walkers “Be seen, Be safe” wear reflective gear and don’t 

forget to bring your headlight or torch on these early starts 
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  IN MEMORY OF  

 
     OUR MATE 

 
 

 
 

  

6:00 AM START AT WAMBIE WHOPPERS  

SUNDAY18 JANUARY 2015 
 

OPEN TO TROTTERS AND ALL FRIENDS OF“MUZZA” 

 
ASSUME NO DRINK STATIONS, SO BE SELF SUFFICIENT  
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Queenstown Marathon, New Zealand   
22 November 2014  By Kirsten Ambler #909
It was way back in March that I decided to enter the inaugural Queenstown Marathon.  
For my debut marathon I wanted it to be scenic, flat and most importantly one way 
from point to point – no out and back for me!!  This marathon also boasted 70% hard 
packed trails and 30% roads, which hopefully would be a little kinder on the legs.  I 
booked my flight and arranged accommodation with my childhood friend I hadn’t seen 
for a couple of years.   
 
I continued to rack up the long runs with Terrigal Trotters and in August Mel McDonald 
generously agreed to give me a program to help me to run a sub 3.30 hours.  Training 
became more focussed especially as I was only able to fit in four runs per week, along 
with raising three young children and some part time work.  About three weeks out 
from the Marathon and just starting the taper I succumbed to shin splints and or 
tendinitis.  Thanks to the encouragement of Mel and other Trotters I tried to stay 
positive and substituted a lot of running with cycling and swimming plus loads of 
massaging, stretching and icing. 
 
On the Wednesday before the race I flew out to Queenstown.  I departed with Sydney 
hitting the mid 30’s and flew over snow-capped peaks and down the rollercoaster ride 
to land at the Queenstown airport.  Anyone who is flown into this airport knows exactly 
what I am talking about!!  

 
So to the Marathon.  After 
predicting low temps and 
rain for the entire week, 
we woke to grey skies 
and drizzle.  With the 
temperature at a mild 
12degrees and no wind, it 
was perfect running 
weather. The start was on 
The Avenue in Millbrook 
Resort, just out of 
Arrowtown.  We set off at 
8.15am and the aim was 
to keep a steady pace.  
We ran through the 
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Resort grounds and through picturesque Arrowtown and onto the Arrow River track.  
There were loads of spectators cheering on all the runners and the scenery was 
absolutely stunning.  The course then cut back out to some dirt roads, which is when I 
started to realise that this marathon might be a bit hillier than I expected.  We ran along 
the back roads for a few kilometres before dropping onto the Lake Hayes lakeside trail 
which was approximately 8km of undulating track.  All the trails were in top condition 
and easily wide enough to pass other runners.   
 
Keeping a good steady pace, I went through the half way at just over 1hr 43mins, 
overall feeling strong and happy to be on target and ticking over the kilometres.  Next 
we went up a few long straights and down to the Shotover River trail to cross the old 
Shotover Bridge.  Again I have to mention the spectators and drink stops – they really 
were sensational!!  Unfortunately around the 30km mark, my legs decided they would 
rather be somewhere else, anywhere else.  The mind wanted to go but the legs did 

not.  Thankfully the remaining 12 km was hard-packed trail alongside Kawarau River 
and then Lake Wakatipu, so visually breathtaking it made those last painful km a bit 
more bearable. And those final couple of kilometres through the Queenstown Gardens 
and then through the main township seem to pass in a blur. Special mention to my Dad 
here who had jumped on his mountain bike and rode the 40th kilometre, encouraging 
me all the way. A sharp little hill seemed like a mountain but with spectators 
encouragement it was over in a flash before crossing over a small bridge to the finish 
line at Queenstown Recreation Ground.  All over in 3hours 38mins.  Not quite what I 
had aimed for but elated to finish my first marathon.   
 

Place Name Net Time Category Cat Pl G/Pl 21k Finish 

181 Kirsten AMBLER 3:38:46 F40-49 years 9 33 1:43:10 1:55:36 
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TERRIGAL TROTTERS 

 

AUSTRALIA DAY  

WATERFRONT PICNIC 

FAMILY FUN AND GAMES ALL DAY 

ALL TROTTERS AND THEIR 

FAMILIES & FRIENDS WELCOME 

11:30AM START 

MONDAY, 26 JANUARY 2015 

BYO BBQ/PICNIC SUPPLIES, CHAIRS, TABLES 

AND YOUR SUNSCREEN AND SWIMMERS 

 

 

 

 

 

PHONE STEVE CANNON ON 0417 665883 

OR SPEAK TO A COMMITTEE MEMBER FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 
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PLACE TROTTER # NAME TIME AG POINTS 

1 866 ANDREW LAND 0:34:49 774.1 

2 832 MARK LEE 0:36:36 754.1 

3 817 CHRIS FUCHS 0:37:10 726 

4 253 STUART EDDY 0:37:37 729.3 

5 734 MICHAEL MILES 0:38:21 781.4 

6 766 ADAM KRANZ 0:38:48 697.6 

7 730 LEVI MARTIN 0:38:51 702.3 

8 633 ANDREW MILDREN 0:39:09 771.8 

9 8609 JAKE ELDER 0:39:11 685.7 

10 658 MARK DUNLOP 0:39:23 726.6 

11 643 STUART BAVERSTOCK 0:39:25 731.5 

12 751 AL COOK 0:39:55 691.4 

13 267 WAYNE DALEY 0:39:59 813.7 

14 529 GRAHAM HARRINGTON 0:40:25 735.7 

15 665 IAN TEMBLETT 0:40:55 756.4 

16 886 WARWICK WHITMORE 0:41:04 653.8 

17 638 JOE ROLELLA 0:42:02 686 

18 854 ROCHELLE JILLET 0:42:03 721.8 

19 838 CIARAN LYNCH 0:42:34 667.6 

20 785 MARK HOPE 0:42:46 669.1 

21 8600 JEAN TIRAN 0:42:58 632.3 

22 598 GARY PICKERING 0:43:44 756.9 

23 571 TRENT PLAYFORD 0:43:51 617.3 

24 8494 JONATHON McCAIG 0:43:59 671.1 

25 860 ROSS MARKEY 0:44:35 694.2 

26 780 TROY KASTELAN 0:44:41 650.5 

27 772 SHANE McKINNON 0:45:19 605.4 

28 43 KEVIN DEAN 0:46:33 779.1 

29 858 JACKIE McRAE 0:46:48 648.1 
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30 813 GRAHAM LAWS 0:46:56 648.8 

31 88 GREG LOVE 0:46:59 710.5 

32 910 DANIEL PINK 0:47:06 589.9 

33 607 JEFF DICK 0:47:37 688.8 

34 869 JOEL SMALL 0:47:45 517.4 

35 505 GREG BROWN 0:48:01 666.1 

36 822 LUKE MARTIN 0:48:15 621.1 

37 8 STEVE HUGHES 0:48:39 698.5 

38 258 ADRIAN SMITH 0:48:57 622.1 

39 799 DENISE MAGUIRE 0:49:05 642.4 

40 548 DAVE HOPKINS 0:49:07 673.9 

41 546 SHARON BYRNES 0:49:48 659.6 

42 593 STEVE GRAY 0:49:48 694.8 

43 898 OLIVER WARSCHKOW 0:49:50 592.3 

44 556 CHRIS McINERNEY 0:49:55 680.8 

45 845 KERRY HOPE 0:49:57 631.3 

46 759 BRUCE LITTERICK 0:50:19 625 

47 502 HEIKO SCHAEFER 0:50:30 780.9 

48 891 GAV FRYER 0:50:47 590.1 

49 903 JON FOGARTY 0:51:44 662.7 

50 352 GRAHAM DAVIS 0:52:20 649.4 

51 600 KELLI WARREN 0:52:34 619.2 

52 800 LUKE POWELL 0:52:57 507.1 

53 900 WAL BEMBICK 0:53:12 581.8 

54 8610 REBECCA SMITH 0:53:29 
 55 863 JUSTIN O'MALLEY-JONES 0:53:38 529.8 

56 207 GREG TEGART 0:53:40 611.2 

57 698 TAMMY SHAFER 0:53:54 598.6 

58 620 ALLISON ALLEN 0:54:01 597.3 

59 621 YOLANDE WALKER 0:54:02 587.9 

60 612 BILL DIEBERT 0:54:03 628.7 

61 8611 ELISE CASHION 0:54:51 571.6 
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62 760 JO LITTERICK 0:55:55 630.1 

63 862 ADAM COUCHMAN 0:56:02 495.8 

64 248 LES LOWE 0:57:00 570.8 

65 8613 LINDA ROBERTSON 0:57:35 611.9 

66 8612 EMMA CLEMENTS 1:00:01 514 

67 631 WAYNE DOHERTY 1:02:44 518.6 

68 107 LYNN BROMWICH 1:07:47 565.6 

 
 
 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

20k 
    

Total Rank Trotter # Name AG Time 

32 845 Kerry Hope F 40 - 49 2:15:26 

56 639 Deirdre Moran F 40 - 49 2:35:21 

10k 
    

Total Rank Trotter # Name AG Time 

2 660 Charlie Brooks M 20 - 29 0:42:14 

Trotter #145 Jenny Hardwood  
awarded for outstanding        
contributions to Terrigal Trotters 
 

Trotter #900 Wal Bembic receiving the Oona 
Devlin-Mahoney Award from Trotter #352 
Graham Davis 
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Trotter #43 Kevin Dean 800 Runs                      

 
LEFT: Trotter #459 Elissa Gribble, 
Trotters singlet presentation for  
Baby Miley 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Trotter #593 Steve Gray 400 Runs 

RIGHT: Trotter #671 
Skye Sadler, Trotters 
singlet presentation for 
Baby James 

Trotter #827 Rod Tawyer 100 Runs 
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“Snapped on the run” 
 
Send in your favourite running photo (no professional photos please). It can 
be a favourite running photo of you or a fellow Trotter or a favourite shot of 
a place you like to run. 
Please include a few details of your photo: 

 Why it is your favourite    

 Where it was taken 

 Give some credit to the photographer 

 Any other comments you might like to add 
 

Send your photos to yondisresults@gmail.com 
 

AQUATHON 
The first Aquathon is done dusted. A small but enthusiastic group turned up in 

warm conditions for the run along with a challenging swim. Jake Elder was 
first on the day (however only Trotters are eligible to receive the Series 

Trophy). 
Second place was Mark Dunlop in good position to defend his title. 

It was really enjoyable evening with participants & spectators sharing some 
quality time down by the Trotters Tree. Thanks Melanie McDonald for 

organising - Mark Dunlop 
 

It was a fun evening. Thanks everyone for coming and also to our spectators. 
It was a little choppy out in the ocean and apparently it came down to a wave. 

- Melanie McDonald 
 

The next Aquathon will be at 6pm 18 December 2014. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

mailto:yondisresults@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/melanie.mcdonald1
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Terrigal Trotters  Uniforms          

Adam Couchman is the clothing officer. He will be 
selling the Trotters uniforms including singlets, T-
shirts and long sleeve running tops. The clothing is 
$25 per item and caps for $10 each. We now also 
have children sizes in the long sleeve and T-shirt. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Get yours Now!! 
 

E-mail: amcouchman@gmail.com 
 

https://www.facebook.com/tina.baverstock
mailto:amcouchman@gmail.com
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Half Marathon 

      
# 

Trotter 
# 

Name 
Net 

Time 
G/Pl Div D/Pl 

AG 
Points 

8 660 CHARLIE BROOKS 1:18:27 8 M20-29 2 755.3 

18 837 MELANIE MCDONALD 1:22:54 2 F30-39 1 815.8 

32 871 MELISSA ROBERTSON 1:28:12 6 F30-39 4 749.6 

38 690 THOMAS ROBERTSON 1:29:06 29 M20-29 6 664.6 

55 911 EZRA KEEBAUGH 1:31:02 46 M20-29 10 653.1 

61 665 IAN TEMBLETT 1:31:32 51 M50-59 4 737.8 

75 816 KATY MCCAIG 1:33:14 16 F30-39 8 715.4 

77 908 
MATTHEW 

ROBERTSON 
1:33:25 61 M30-39 28 633.9 

97 483 GRAHAM RIDLEY 1:35:55 79 M50-59 10 716.4 

153 804 MARTIN AYRES 1:43:10 121 M60-65 2 709.5 

154 922 
NATHANAEL 
SHERGOLD 

1:43:10 122 M20-29 23 574 

265 897 JOHN LOVE 1:52:35 192 M50-59  26 594.7 

341 898 OLIVER WARSCHKOW 1:58:09 232 M40-49 65 543.5 

343 675 SIMONE HARVEY 1:58:19 110 F30-39 46 557.8 

373 760 JOANN LITTERICK 2:00:59 125 F50-59 8 632 

482 827 ROD TAWYER 2:11:37 286 M50-59 39 522.1 

491 555 LISA GIDLEY KING 2:12:42 202 F30-39 72 504.6 

550 907 
SALLY-ANNE 

DRENNAN 
2:26:18 240 F30-39 79 457.7 

         
 
 
 
 

       

http://tiktok.biz/List.aspx?EventID=CCHM10KM&Edition=2014&RaceID=HM&Filter=M50-59
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10k 
       

# 
Trotter 

# 
Name 

Net 
Time 

G/Pl Div D/Pl 
AG 

Points 

4 918 CRAIG RANGOTT 0:35:27 4 M30-39 1 795.5 

12 734 MICHAEL MILES 0:37:38 11 M40-49 5 796.3 

23 267 WAYNE DALEY 0:39:57 21 M50-59 3 814.4 

49 676 SUZY WOODBURY 0:45:09 8 F30-39 2 686.6 

65 169 
MARGARET 
BEARDSLEE 

0:46:12 15 F50-59 2 803.4 

70 813 GRAHAM LAWS 0:46:28 52 M40-49 15 655.3 

88 759 BRUCE LITTERICK 0:47:43 64 M50-59 8 659.1 

119 845 KERRY HOPE 0:49:59 33 F40-49 13 630.9 

370 396 WENDY BUTTON 1:04:40 185 F50-59 15 537.9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Photos Courtesy of: Mark Dunlop, Darren McClellan, Jo & 
Graham Ridley, Bruce Litterick and Yondi 
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By Rob Scoines #410C2K 2014 Q&A 
 What? – the Coast to Kosciusko Ultramarathon is a 240km event that has 

been run each year since 2004 

 When?- Starting Friday 5th December, 2014 5.30 a.m. with an official cut-off 

of 46 hours 

 Where? -  commencing at Boydtown Beach near Eden on the NSW South 

Coast, the run initially follows some trails and back roads to Towamba, further 

unsealed and sealed back roads to Snowy River Way, then essentially sealed 

roads to Jindabyne, into the Kosciusko National Park to Charlottes Pass, from 

where you leave for the summit of Kosciusko and return to the finish line at 

Charlottes Pass – at least that’s the theory. 

 Who? – 50 starters were selected from 100 applicants who have each met 

minimum qualifying criteria .Final selections were based on likelihood to 

finish. i.e. there are no duffers in this group, and plenty of hard core types. 

The Terrigal Trotters were represented this year by Greg Brown and support 

crew (Greg, Graham, Darren) and myself. Yes, I am a Trotter, #410, once a 

Trotter always a Trotter. My support crew was my made up of my very, very 

supportive wife Andrea, brother Barry, and friend Julian. 

            Gary Pickering was also there as an official volunteer. 

 How? – Slowly. My approach in hindsight was fairly casual under the 

circumstances in that I had no expectations other than to finish in one piece, 

ideally in daylight. We hired a campervan which was smart. The support crew 

would drive ahead of me by say 5-6 kms and I would arrive and receive my 

drinks, food, and encouragement. I noted others had more efficient methods 

but I was happy with how we worked it. I did have the aspiration that our team 

would look back on this experience as being very positive.   

Why? I need to take the balance of this article to answer this one. 

 
I remember years ago Carl Barker being involved with some bizarre run that I recall at 
the time thinking was for the seriously deranged. Then of course in more recent times 
Kim, Gary, Darren and Greg ran the C2K, so I was inspired to test myself to the limit 
and summon the audacity to join such luminaries. 
I committed 2014 to undertaking the training and achieving the entry criteria for C2K – 
for me that was 6Ft track, TNF 100, GNW 100 miler, applied and was accepted (GNW 
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carries a lot of weight); and then simultaneously trained for C2K while recovering from 
GNW. 
 
The start was inauspicious. I was having happy snaps taken with Andrea under the 
C2K banner on the beach when the surf came up unexpectedly from behind us and 
soaked my shoes. This was an ominous sign, as it was not the last time my shoes 
would be wet during the next 35 hours. 
A quick sprint to the van for a change of shoes and socks and I made it back to the 
start with 2 minutes to spare.     

 The first 100km went well, 
running conservatively and 
well within myself. A highlight 
in this section was the 7km 
climb up Big Jack Mtn at the 
56km mark on gravel road, 
great scenery, and feeling 
good. 
The 40+km into Dalgety at 
148 km went too well, in that I 
went too fast, supposedly 
feeling great and making the 
most of very runnable terrain 
on bitumen. I paid for this 
error soon enough.  

During this section I ran quite a lot with Luc from Belgium (6 Spartathlons to his credit) 
He demonstrated (3 times) the art of urinating while running without missing a step or 
slowing down, and staying dry – very impressive in so many ways 
Another highlight was just running with my brother at 3 a.m. in the middle of nowhere 
just chilling and talking. 
 

From Dalgety to Mt K national park (189 km) I generally slowed down to a running 

shuffle on the downhills, but was still striding reasonably strongly on the uphills. My 

quads had become very sore and tired, and bizarrely I found myself looking forward to 

the uphills where I would allow myself to walk. I should therefore have been elated 

when I came across the never ending hill from hell (13 km) out of Thredbo River 

however I found my enthusiasm for hills waning. 

Rob with his very, very supportive wife Andrea 
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The weather to this point had been very good with lots of low hanging cloud, and cool 
and comfortable conditions for day 1.There was some heavy and cold rain for a couple 
of hours on Friday night but this cleared up with the rest of the night being very 
pleasant with a full moon, dry and temperatures in the low teens. Perfect. It was clear 
and becoming very warm at Park, and I recall thinking that this year there could be no 
chance of the race being called early due to weather. I am (was) very naïve. 
 
Things can change pretty quickly in the mountains apparently and within 30 minutes of 
my happy ruminations I was standing in pelting rain, feeling very cold and wondering if 
I should get out of the electrical storm.  
 
Now the drama really began 
The next few hours were spent hopping in and out of the van, putting on layers, and 
sheltering from lightning. I was very cold and suffering from extreme gortex envy in 
relation to other runners who were better prepared than I. 
Paul from Canberra, a Good Samaritan type who was out looking for lost and lonely 
souls to run with, paced me from before Smiggins to Charlottes Pass. This was teeth 
gritting time, head down, shaking from the cold, and taking putting one foot in front of 
the other. 
 
At CP there was another problem, in that waterproof pants were being required for 
those leaving for the summit. We didn’t have any (not listed in mandatory gear), but 
fortunately Gary procured 2 pair allowing myself and my brother to proceed. 
Then there was a wait while the organisers determined if the race could continue; and 
it was decided that myself and 2 other runners would be the last allowed to leave CP 
provided we stayed together. 
However the excitement of heading to the summit was short lived when 4 km later we 
were pulled off the course by the organisers into a hut and advised that the conditions 
were too extreme to allow the race to continue. I understand that the Park Authorities 
were involved with this latest decision and it proved to be absolutely the correct one, as 
within a short time it was clear that no one should be out in the wind, rain and cold that 
developed. 
 
So the 3 runners with their supports were huddled in the hut when in came Liz with 
water, stovetop, milo, coffee, biscuits, lollies and music to keep us happy. She was so 
helpful and pleasant and I was impressed with the organisers that they would provide 
such service. Imagine my shock when I learnt the next day that she was not an official 
volunteer but rather someone who had finished crewing for another runner hours 
before, and had decided to stay on to help anyone else she could, in whatever way 
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she could given the difficult conditions.  Further, her husband was coming in and out of 
the weather bringing in runners. Further, Belgian Luc came in shivering badly and 
absolutely drenched (from the rain) and Liz took off her dry top , gave it to Luc after he 
had stripped off his gear, leaving her with minimum clothing on top. Further, I learnt 
that she was the one who encouraged Paul, the aforesaid Good Samaritan, to go out 
looking for runners to help. She must be a cross between Florence Nightingale and 
Mother Teresa! This display of selflessness was truly humbling. 
I left the hut an hour after arriving and struggled to stay on my feet getting to the 
vehicle leaning heavily on Michael the driver, because of the fierce wind. It was also 
now freezing. Barry left the hut an hour after me and was blown to the ground getting 
to the vehicle. 
Anyhow, I am very satisfied with the run. The organisers and volunteers were fantastic. 
They made the right decision to stop the run, and awarded an official finish to all those 
who made it to CP and were stopped because of the early race closure. I came in 26th 
with a time of 35.05 recorded. As an example of the spirit of the volunteers, Gary was 
out there at the race finish past 11.30 pm in cold and miserable conditions. 
The camaraderie of the runners, the support crews, and volunteers is a real feature; 
and my crew did a brilliant job. 

 
So why be involved with C2K or the like (e.g. GNW)?  
Answer - to be challenged, to be inspired and to be humbled. 
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23 ROB 
SCOINES 6:29:00 9:03:00 14:09:00 20:13:00 26:11:00 32:48:00 35:05:00 

29 GREG 
BROWN 5:55:00 8:32:00 13:42:00 20:25:00 27:03:00 ~ 36:07:00 
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DECEMBER 
 Club Person of the Month Nominations: 

Adam Couchman:  For organising the Tag Team Relay 
Jenny Barker:  For acquiring the Safety Wristbands for sale to members 
Sharyn Smith:  For initiating the Trotter Walk courses idea and mapping out the 
courses 
  

Female Athlete of the Month Nominations:  
Denise Maguire:  Narrowneck Night Run 20km, 15 Nov 14, 1:58:06, 3rd Female Judy 
Murray:  Point to Pinnacle Half Marathon, 16 Nov 14, 3:08:20, 2nd F60-69 Kirsten 
Ambler:  Queenstown Marathon, 22 Nov 14, 3:38:46, Debut  
Rochelle Jillet:  Flat 10km Time Trial, 29 Nov 14, 42:03  
Melanie McDonald:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:22:54, 2nd Female 
Melissa Robertson:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:28:12, 6th Female 
Katy McCaig:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:33:14  
Simone Harvey:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:58:19, Debut  
Suzy Woodbury:  Central Coast 10km, 30 Nov 14, 45:09, 2nd F30-39  
Marg Beardslee:  Central Coast 10km, 30 Nov 14, 46:12, 2nd F50-59  
 

Male Athlete of the Month Nominations:  
Wayne Daley:  Fishers Ghost 10km, 9 Nov 14, 40:45, 1st M50-59  
Troy Kastelan:  Tag Team 10km Relay, 15 Nov 14, member of winning team  
Joel Small:  Tag Team 10km Relay, 15 Nov 14, member of winning team  
Michael Miles:  Point to Pinnacle Half Marathon, 16 Nov 14, 1:42:48, 3rd M40-49 
Darren McClellan:  Stromlo 50km, 16 Nov 14, 4:21:48, 9th  
Andrew Land:  Flat 10km Time Trial, 29 Nov 14, 34:49  
Stuart Eddy:  Flat 10km Time Trial, 29 Nov 14, 37:37  
Graham Harrington:  Flat 10km Time Trial, 29 Nov 14, 40:25  
Greg Love:  Flat 10km Time Trial, 29 Nov 14, 46:59  
Joel Small:  Flat 10km Time Trial, 29 Nov 14, 47:45  
Charlie Brooks:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:18:27, 2nd M20-29 
Graham Ridley:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:35:55  
Martin Ayres:  Central Coast Half Marathon, 30 Nov 14, 1:43:10, 2nd M60-65  
Craig Rangott:  Central Coast 10km, 30 Nov 14, 35:27, 1st M30-39    
  

Junior Athlete Honorable Mentions:  
Georgia Warren:  Central Coast 10km, 30 Nov 14, 46:00, 1st F00-14  
Daniel Hope:  Central Coast 10km, 30 Nov 14, 46:51, 5th M00-14 
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The next newsletter will be out on 

 7 February 2015 

I would like to thank everyone who 
has contributed to the newsletter  
this year with results, photos and 

articles and I look forward to more 
great achievements in 2015. 

See you in 2015 
 

Yondi 
 


